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Turning a page
With release of new volume,
long-term local poet moves to Manhattan
By Deborah Minsky
BANNER CORRESPONDENT

The
publication
of
Provincetown poet Dennis
Rhodes’ most recent volume,
“The Letter I,” coincides with a
turning point in his life.
After almost 20 years as a
Provincetown
resident,
Rhodes is leaving town and relocating in Manhattan.
Therein lies the unintended
irony simmering in his poem
“Leaving.”
Even
though
Rhodes is writing about someone else who toys with moving
from Provincetown and wavers
between choosing Seattle,
Maine and Florida, the tugs
implicit in his subject’s indecisiveness get close to why
Rhodes himself actually is
pulling up stakes.
Consider, “He said he was
off to Seattle. Seattle was it. I /
saw the far-away look in his
eyes – he was / gone. Never
been there he said. But Seattle
was it, he said. He was forty
then. A waiter / here for twenty years.” And then compare
those lines with Rhodes’ ending, “It’s a riot here. It’s insane.
Everyone here / has been
committed. Everyone here is
leaving. / And leaving. And
leaving.”
Why has Rhodes decided to
move away?
During a phone conversation he raised some troubling
points about how Provincetown changed for him. “Winter did us in,” he says. He
means not just the cold weather but also the concurrent
diminution of a robust yearround community. “A price is
paid for being a year-rounder,”
he says, “and increasingly it is
getting harder to find and
keep year-round jobs and to
obtain an affordable place to
live.”
Rhodes fondly remembers
the earlier days of his tenure in
town. His first five to six years
were especially happy. “Conversing with fellow poets Nick
Flynn and [the late] Jason
Shindler, I passed many contented, productive winters
hanging out and conversing
with artists and other writers.”
Rhodes has been a valued
contributor to many aspects of
Provincetown life. He served
on the board and as a volunteer at the Soup Kitchen in

Provincetown, ran the food
pantry for the Lower Cape
Outreach Council, volunteered at Helping Our Women
and worked closely with
Richard Olsen to raise money
for the smallpox cemetery memorial. He also hosted The Poets’ Corner on WOMR Community Radio.
“Poets are magicians, but
they work their magic in different ways,” he says. “I have never composed on a computer.
I’m always jotting down images, ideas and lines in small
pocket-sized notebooks. I finish my best revisions on the
electric typewriter.” He doesn’t
follow any set theme for his
work and focuses on each
poem one at a time. Finding it
difficult to be objective about
his own writing, he appreciates
input from readers or fellow
writers. “In assembling my new
collection,” he says, “I tried to
choose those poems that met
my ‘gut’ standard of excellence. If a poem met my standard for language concision it
got in. I’m not necessarily writing for or to other poets;
rather I’m writing for a general, even non-poetry reading audience.”
A
spontaneous
poet,
Rhodes refers to W.H. Auden’s
standard, “Is the poem honest?” He calls the poems in
“The Letter I” intimate observations on life, love and personal liberty.
Although
Rhodes has a bias for his shorter poems with their quick
flashes of insight or brief, brilliant image, the reader finds a
more powerful strength in the
longer pieces in the new volume, such as “Pretend I am
Dead,”
“Complications,”
“Home,” and “At Sea Again.”
These poems reflect his view of
the varied challenges of life as
a small boy, a loner, or as an
HIV survivor.
While his poems show a
deep love of the natural world,
they also show a strong empathy with human frailty. To appreciate his gift, you need to
read no further in his new volume than his evocative “Margaret Hague, b. 1931,” a poem
he says was directly influenced
by Carl Sandburg’s “Chicago.”
Rhodes believes all poets
who are serious about their
craft are truly blessed. “They
get to leave a legacy, a state-
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Dennis Rhodes
ment,” he says. “I lived. I was
here. I lament how much less
consequential poetry has become in our greater society.
When I was growing up, there
was a poem on the front page
of the newspaper every day.
The trade-off is that those who
do read poetry tend to be passionate about it.”
For Rhodes putting out a
book of poetry is always a leap
of faith for both publisher and
poet. He hopes each of his
three books stands along and
signals where he is now as an
artist.
“Poetic talent to me is like
the pleasing voice of a tenor,”
he says. “The talent is apparent
and palpable. It is necessary
for me to write poetry. It is as
necessary as conversing or
even eating. It’s simply what I
do and have done since the
age of eight. Poets were my
childhood super heroes. I’m
influenced by Frost, our finest
poet, Millay, Auden and Emily
Dickinson. The influence may
be aspirational; they provide
me with excellence and give
me much to strive for.”

“The Letter I,” by Dennis Rhodes

